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AN INTERSEX OF MANSONIA PERTURBANS

ROBERT R. FINGER, JR.

Department of Zoology and Entomology, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50010

An intersex of Mansonia perturbans (Walker) was collected on July 22, 1971, at Dewey's Pasture, in Clay Co., 5.4 miles northwest of Ruthven, Iowa (T95N R35W SEC 25). The specimen was one of 11,787 specimens of M. perturbans collected with dry ice-baited CDC miniature light traps at this site during July of 1971.

Although several appendages of this mosquito were lost during sorting and identification, the mosquito is an obvious intersex. Figure 1 shows the mosquito as it was discovered by the author. The left antenna is missing; the right antenna is plumose. The terminal segment of the right maxillary palp is missing, otherwise, the maxillary palps are typically male. The right foreleg, the 2 apical segments of the left foreleg and the 2 apical segments of the right hindleg are missing.

The specimen was mounted on a slide for further examination. The terminal segments of the abdomen (Fig. 2) bear female cerci and three spermathecal capsules.

Since the head is male and the abdomen female, the midpoststernal unges were examined and compared with male and female midpoststernal unges of normal individuals of M. perturbans. They were found to be female in nature.

Intersexuality in insects is discussed in some detail by Englemann (1970). A gynandromorph is an individual with male and female tissues lying side by side in the body, while an intersex is an individual in which all the cells have the same genetic makeup but in which male and female tissues are differentiated. Intersexes may be caused by environmental factors such as abnormal external temperatures or internal parasitism (Wigglesworth, 1934; Englemann, 1970).

It is not known whether the individual mosquito in question is an intersex or a gynandromorph, as the two types of intersexuality are in-

Fig. 1.—Intersex of Mansonia perturbans.

Fig. 2.—Terminal segments of the abdomen showing female cerci and three spermathecal capsules.
distinguishable without genetic and histological analyses (Engelmann, 1970).
The specimen has been deposited in the Iowa Insect Collection, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.
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A NEW BOTTOM-DRAFT LIGHT TRAP FOR MOSQUITO STUDIES
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Light traps are commonly used for surveying mosquito populations. Most collections fall into two categories: those samples where the mosquito density and diversity are of interest, and those where live specimens are needed for disease vector or rearing studies. When population data are desired, most workers use the New Jersey light trap designed by Headlee (1932). This trap can be modified into a live trap, Floore and Grothaus (1971), but the trap does not perform as well as others for this purpose. The CDC miniature light trap developed by Sudia and Chamberlain (1962) has proven to be one of the most popular traps for collecting live material. This trap also has the advantage of being portable since it is very lightweight and is powered by batteries. Workers desiring a portable kill-trap have modified the CDC trap using a design by Stewart (1970).

In 1970 the second author began working on a trap to provide the field worker with a sampling device that could be used for multi-purpose collecting. His goal was to develop a trap that would provide the features of both the New Jersey and the CDC trap, without the disadvantages of either.

Design. The trap is basically a tube within a tube. The exterior portion of the trap is constructed from lightweight galvanized metal, and is 16 cm in diameter by 42 cm high (see Fig. 1). The holding or killing cage consists of a No. 10 can with the top replaced by a removable screen and the bottom replaced by an inverted screen.

The internal system consists of a 6-12-volt (Allstate) automobile defroster fan mounted in an inverted position (Fig. 2). An automobile headlamp bulb (Westinghouse, No. 1195, 50 c.p. 12v) is mounted below the motor and the light beam is directed downward and through the collecting cylinder (Fig. 2). The trap receives electricity from a 12-volt lead acid battery which operates the fan motor and the light. The system is activated at dusk by a photodlectric switch which automatically turns the trap off at dawn.

Discussion. This trap has several advantages over older types. The system can be designed for AC current or DC current without loss of efficiency. The trap is configured so that the entire holding cage is protected from rain, resulting in perfect specimens. Insects caught in the trap are not submitted to damage from the fan blades. The updraft principle appears to enhance collection efficiency for many species of mosquitoes, but larger insects are seldom caught. The elimination of extraneous flying insects from the cage greatly reduces damage to the mosquitoes and also decreases the amount of time necessary for specimen sorting.

Because of the protected cage, live specimens are easily obtained. However, by attaching Vapona® strips to the collecting cage, it is easy...